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Recently Jordan Brand and KAWS 
Don C x Air joint, Jordan 2 Arctic Orange Pinnacle Premium and so on, there are a variety of tall shoes, let a person look at eyes, buy
distressed. Have to admit that Jordan Brand's special shoes in the high-end market which has been one of the world, and now, the
brand began to open another field, that is, the style of sex abstinence. In the design of Jordan Brand, it is not simple to first change
the color, but the integration of structuralism (Deconstruction) concept, the design is very simple, simple but not simple! The shoe
body does not use noble crocodile or high-end suede, but the choice of canvas fabric, and equipped with a green and light yellow, it
is delightful to look. It is reported that the two shoe will be officially on sale in July 15th, priced at $$160, love friends may wish to
change the style to try. 

Carmelo Anthony��s newest Jordan Melo M11 ��Hare�� is the latest Jordan Brand silhouette to celebrate the 23 year span
friendship of both Michael Jordan and Bugs Bunny that began with a Jordan Brand TV commercial dating back to 1992.
Advertisment 
This ��Hare�� edition of the Jordan Melo M11 mimics the classic colors and style of the Air Jordan 7 ��Hare�� that is also
returning this year. Some of those details include the traditional triangular vector pattern on the tongue and inner liner that is done in a
mixture of Fog Grey, Dark Rock Blue, Black, Green Bean, Cardinal Red, and Orange Blaze color scheme.
Jordan Melo M11 ��Hare�� Release Date 
Check out the official photos of the Jordan Melo M11 ��Hare�� below and look for the newest Jordan Melo M11 to release on
Saturday, May 16th, 2015 at select Jordan Brand retailers. The retail price tag is set at $160 USD.

Jordan Melo M11 ��Hare��
Fog Grey/Dark Rock Blue-Black-Green Bean-Cardinal Red-Orange Blaze
717101-015
May 16, 2015
$160
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